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The mission of the Children’s Tumor Foundation is to encourage and support the development 

of treatments for neurofi bromatosis (NF), a genetic disorder that attacks the nervous system 

and causes tumors to form within it. There is no cure for neurofi bromatosis, nor any effective 

treatments. Few people know about NF, even though it occurs in one in 3,000 children and 

causes a range of problems such as learning disabilities, bone deformities, blindness, deaf-

ness, severe chronic pain and even cancer. Andrea Shea partnered with the Children’s Tumor 

Foundation to develop an NF awareness campaign that includes phone kiosk ads, a Q&A infor-

mational booklet and a website. The goal of the campaign is to promote earlier and more 

accurate diagnoses and increase public understanding of the challenges facing people with NF. 

PUBLIC 
AWARENESS FOR 
NEUROFIBROMATOSIS

Andrew Shea
DESIGNER

The Children’s Tumor Foundation
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$20,000
GRANT AWARDED
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The Greene Hill Food Co-op in Clinton Hill, Brooklyn is 100% member owned and operated and 

committed to bringing fresh, nutritious food at affordable prices to low-income neighborhoods, 

particularly to individuals suffering from health-related issues due to limited food options. 

Opened in January 2012, the Co-op now has more than 1,225 working members and oper-

ates three days a week. All members are expected to contribute two hours of work every four 

weeks to build a sense of community and keep prices down. The Ideas that Matter grant was 

instrumental in helping the Co-op spread the news about its new store. Base Design partnered 

with them to produce the brand identity, which was then applied to a variety of bilingual print 

materials, including fl yers, postcards and membership applications that were passed out in the 

neighborhoods of Fort Greene, Bed-Stuy, Crown Heights and Prospect Heights in Brooklyn.

100% 
MEMBER OWNED 
BROOKLYN CO-OP

BASE Design
DESIGNER

Greene Hill Food Co-op
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$20,000
GRANT AWARDED
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The Center for Art + Environment  (CA+E) at the Nevada Museum of Art in Reno hosts an Art + 

Environment Conference every three years that brings together artists, scholars, designers and 

writers from around the world for a dynamic discussion on the visual arts. Founded in 2009, the 

Center for Art + Environment is the only research institute in the world devoted to supporting 

the practice, study and awareness of creative interactions between people and their natural, 

built and virtual environments. For this conference, Brad Bartlett Design created a 60-page 

fi eld guide with QR codes that linked to images and comments to facilitate a dialog between 

speakers and attendees. Bartlett also created a souvenir infographic poster with grant funding.  

In addition to distribution at the conference, these printed pieces are being used to increase 

exposure for the Center and draw more speakers and attendees to future conferences.

A DYNAMIC 
DISCUSSION ON 
THE VISUAL ARTS 

Brad Bartlett Design
DESIGNER

Nevada Museum of Art
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$16,500
GRANT AWARDED
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“What’s in the Water?” is a poster project of the Center for Urban Pedagogy (CUP), produced 

in collaboration with the design studio Papercut and Damascus Citizens for Sustainability, a 

nonprofi t conservation group dedicated to the protection of the Delaware River Basin from 

the harmful effects of deep-shale gas extraction, known as hydraulic fracturing or “fracking.” 

The Basin supplies water to residents in the watershed area and within and around New York 

City, Philadelphia, Trenton and Camden. The Ideas that Matter grant allowed CUP to print 

and display more than 200 “What’s in the Water?” posters in New York City subway stations, 

reaching over 20 million people, along with a smaller fold-out poster distributed in the four 

affected states.

PROTECTING 
THE DELAWARE 
RIVER BASIN

The Center for Urban Pedagogy
DESIGNER

Damascus Citizens for Sustainability
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$30,000
GRANT AWARDED
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COMMON Hoops is a partnership-based programming initiative that aims to enhance art and 

design education for youth, ages 6 to 18. It hosts hands-on workshops and events that initi-

ate collaboration among youth, parents and local designers/crafts people and engage youth in 

“design and build” public works projects using recycled materials. During the workshops, par-

ticipants are exposed to design principles, career opportunities in design, team-building skills, 

and issues of recycling and reuse. Since its start in Hale County, Alabama, COMMON Hoops 

(commonhoops.org) has moved its base to Chicago and is led by Dawn Dewald and Philipp 

Batta. The grant money went toward producing a brochure that has been used to raise funds 

and garner community support for expanding the youth program in the Chicago area and to 

familiarize youth with the benefi ts of the program. 

PROVIDING POSITIVE 
RECREATIONAL 
ACTIVITIES TO 
MINORITY YOUTH

COMMON Hoops
DESIGNER

HERO
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$5,077
GRANT AWARDED
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The only visual arts program of its kind in the U.S., the Oxbow School in the Napa Valley is a 

one-semester, co-ed boarding school for high school juniors and seniors. The curriculum takes 

an interdisciplinary approach that integrates academic courses — English, American History 

and Environmental Science — and visual arts workshops in fi ve media — painting, sculpture, 

printmaking, photography and digital media. Through rigorous studio art practice grounded in 

creative and intellectual inquiry, the program extends each student’s critical thinking abilities. 

Now in its 15th year, Oxbow is a proven concept that has turned out more than 1,000 students 

who come from every part of the country and every socioeconomic background. Oxbow part-

nered with Craig Frazier to create an image book that showcases student works and views of 

the campus, outlines the school’s unique vision and purpose, and features testimonial quotes 

from the founders, trustees, parents and students. The book, underwritten by Ideas that Matter, 

has become a useful marketing piece. 

THE ONLY VISUAL 
ARTS SCHOOL 
OF ITS KIND 
IN AMERICA

Craig Frazier Design
DESIGNER

The Oxbow School
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$30,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Life Pieces to Masterpieces (LPTM) offers tutoring, mentoring, leadership and youth devel-

opment programs focused exclusively on young African American males, ages 3-25, in the 

under-served communities East of the River in Washington, D.C. In an area where less than 

40% of African American males graduate from high school, LPTM has achieved a 100% 

graduation rate. LPTM apprentices learn to share and express their thoughts and feelings by 

creating art. This is done through a unique style of collaboration consisting of smaller painted 

pieces of canvas sewn together into larger compositions. To mark its 15th year in existence, 

LPTM received an Ideas that Matter grant to produce an anniversary catalog of artwork cre-

ated by the youth and a new graphic identity. The catalog, designed by Dennis Konetzka 

Design Group, is being used to promote the sales of these impressive art pieces to generate 

revenue for the organization.

CELEBRATING 
15 YEARS 
OF ARTWORK

Dennis Konetzka Design Group
DESIGNER

Life Pieces to Masterpieces
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$20,000
GRANT AWARDED
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The Dill Pickle Club (DPC), now renamed Know Your City, is an Oregon-based, volunteer-driven 

nonprofi t committed to raising awareness of Portland’s past, present, and future. It sponsors 

fi eld trips, lectures, workshops and publications on topics of interest to Portlandians. Marc 

Moscato and The Dill Pickle Club received this grant to mount a City Works Poster competition. 

They partnered with the advocacy group, We Are Oregon, to create a bilingual informational 

poster focused on understanding homeowner rights related to foreclosure issues. A jury of 

prominent design and public policy experts reviewed some 30 submissions of artwork and 

chose illustrator Jesse Reklaw to create the fi nal poster, with the research help of DPC volun-

teers. The posters were distributed by We Are Oregon.

PORTLAND’S 
PAST, PRESENT 
AND FUTURE

The Dill Pickle Club
DESIGNER

The Dill Pickle Club
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$7,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Founded by Alanna MacGowan and Benjamin K. Shown, The Hello Poster Show in Seattle 

features silkscreened posters by designers and artists from around the world. This year 14 

posters were selected from the entries and silkscreened in a numbered limited edition of 30 

prints. Twenty of the posters were sold at the opening show as well as online to benefi t a local 

Seattle nonprofi t. This year’s recipient was Youth in Focus, a Seattle nonprofi t group that uses 

the storytelling power of photography to instill underserved youth with a sense of self-worth, 

social skills, artistic sensibility and self-expression. In addition to the posters grant funds were 

used for a printed piece to promote the juried show.

POSTERS DESIGNED 
GLOBALLY 
BENEFIT LOCAL 
NONPROFIT

The Hello Poster Show
DESIGNER

Youth in Focus
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$3,070
GRANT AWARDED
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DesignBuildBLUFF is a nonprofi t educational program that involves fi rst-year graduate stu-

dents in architecture from the University of Colorado and the University of Utah in designing 

and building environmentally sustainable houses for Native Americans who live in Utah’s Navajo 

Nation. 

 With the grant, IZM Design created an informational brochure to help DesignBuildBLUFF 

raise awareness of its program across a broad constituency — fi nancial contributors, par-

ticipants, in-kind donors, elected offi cials and the university sector. In addition to receiving 

accolades from key audiences, the brochure by IZM Design has helped DesignBuildBLUFF 

attract coverage from The New York Times and Fast Company. 

STUDENTS BUILD 
SUSTAINABLE 
HOUSING IN 
NAVAJO NATION

IZM Design
DESIGNER

DesignBuildBLUFF
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$10,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Youth Design is a nonprofi t design-focused summer mentorship program to place talented 

public high school students in paid internships in Boston area design fi rms, agencies and in-

house design departments under the guidance of a professional designer. Particularly for at-risk 

youth in under-resourced communities, this internship exposes youth to opportunities in the 

design fi eld, develops career skills and teaches them to value critical design thinking. With 

this grant, Korn Design developed a three-panel brochure, DVD jacket, and infographics and 

packaged them in a handsome presentation folder. This marketing kit is being sent ahead 

to prospective partners to introduce the program or is left behind after a meeting to reiter-

ate important points. Youth Design says the presentation kit has been instrumental in building 

awareness for the program.

DESIGN INTERNSHIPS 
FOR BOSTON HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS 

Korn Design
DESIGNER

Youth Design
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$16,250
GRANT AWARDED
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The Carter Burden Center for the Aging is a nonprofi t organization in New York City that runs a 

number of direct social services and volunteer programs to promote the well-being of seniors. 

One of its programs is Making Art Work/Gallery 307, which operates out of a Chelsea gallery. 

The program led to the establishment of “The Grand Assembly,” an online platform (thegran-

dassembly.com) with 14 inaugural members. These older artists, all over 60, were given an 

opportunity to show their work. A video portrait was created for each member and shown at the 

launch event, where each of the same members created an art piece that was made available 

for sale during the three week pop-up exhibition. The Grand Assembly team credits the Ideas 

that Matter grant for making it all possible — from the design and development of the website, 

the making of the video portraits, to the purchasing of materials needed to set-up the pop-up 

reception and show. 

SHOWCASING 
A GENERATION 
OF CREATIVES 
OVER 60

Lillian Lee
DESIGNER

Carter Burden Center for the Aging 
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$40,000
GRANT AWARDED
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The Center for Design Practice (CDP) at the Maryland Institute College of Art worked with Real 

Food Farm, a project of Baltimore’s Civic Works urban service corps, to address the need for 

healthy fruits and vegetables in the fi ve communities surrounding Baltimore’s Clifton Park. This 

is an area considered a “food desert” because its low-income population lacks convenient 

access to grocery stores and has limited availability of fresh produce. After weeks of research, 

community engagement and hands-on experience, the designers developed a brand strategy 

and new identity/visual vocabulary for the farm. The result was to convert an old box truck into 

a mobile, scalable farmer’s market. The Ideas that Matter grant served to provide additional 

funds to create signage, labels, and sandwich boards for the truck as well as materials for com-

munity outreach. 

MOBILE MARKET 
TAKES FRESH 
FOODS TO URBAN 
COMMUNITIES

Maryland Institute College of Art
DESIGNER

Civic Works — Real Food Farm
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$15,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Rural Studio is a design-build program in the School of Architecture at Auburn University in 

Alabama. It was established to instill students with the values of socially conscious design and 

to provide hands-on educational experiences. Based in the impoverished Hale County, Rural 

Studio works with local communities to identify areas of need, then develop an appropriate 

design solution, raise funds and, ultimately, build the architectural project. Since it was founded 

in 1993 Rural Studio has designed and built over 100 projects in the region, educating more 

than 800 students in the process. The program has gained worldwide attention for sustainable 

architecture. With this grant funding, The Offi ce of Clifton Burt designed a new website for Rural 

Studio (www.ruralstudio.org) that has raised awareness of the group’s good work within the 

architectural and the local community. 

HANDS-ON 
EDUCATIONAL 
EXPERIENCES

Offi ce of Clifton Burt
DESIGNER

Auburn University Foundation/Rural Studio 
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$30,000
GRANT AWARDED
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826LA is part of 826 National, a network of nonprofi t tutoring, writing and publishing centers for 

students, ages 6-18. About 95% of the students in the Los Angeles program attend the lowest 

performing schools in the Los Angeles school district and come from low-income homes where 

English is often not the primary language. About 2,300 volunteer tutors at 826LA help students 

develop their creative and expository writing skills and English language profi ciency. Publica-

tion in a professionally designed, beautifully printed book is central to encouraging students 

to write, revise and edit their work for distribution to a broader audience. The annual Young 

Authors’ Book Project showcases their creative efforts. This grant allowed Parallel Play to part-

ner with 826LA to create the 200-page anthology of original works by more than 50 students in 

the writing program. 

DEVELOPING 
CREATIVE WRITING 
SKILLS FOR 
PUBLICATION

Parallel Play
DESIGNER

826LA
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$15,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Studio H is a one-year design/build curriculum in a public high school in rural Bertie County, 

North Carolina. Each year Studio H students research, prototype, design, and build a full-scale 

architecture project for community benefi t. One part design studio, one part shop class, one 

part community service project, the Project H program offers transferable college credit, elec-

tive high school credit, and a summer salary. The branding concept for this farmers market 

project was done in collaboration with The Offi ce of Playlab. Initially, students designed and 

built a pavilion for a farmers market called the Windsor Super Market, located in the county 

seat. The only farmers market within a 50-mile radius, it has become a community hub and 

source for homegrown produce. This grant is for the design of marketing materials, from bill-

boards to postcards, and for graphics and some construction materials for Super Stands, a 

network of small produce stands in the county.

SUPER 
HIGH SCHOOL 
DESIGN 
CURRICULUM

Project H Design with The Offi ce of Playlab
DESIGNER

Project H Design 
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$10,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Missing GRACE Foundation is a national organization that provides resources and support for 

families who have experienced pregnancy loss, infant loss, infertility or adoption challenges. 

In the U.S., such losses number more than 25,000 each year, leaving whole families, includ-

ing young siblings, grieving. To support the efforts of Missing GRACE, Rise-and-Shine Studio 

received an Ideas that Matter grant to produce a board book/keepsake aimed at comforting 

families and young children going through the bereavement process. The book, called Special 

Delivery, is written by Dr. Melanie Tioleco-Cheng, the sister of the book’s designer/illustrator. 

It is written in a voice of a mother for her daughter, by a pediatrician for her patients, and by 

one who understands the long road of grief. Special Delivery is being distributed free through 

Missing GRACE and via its website.

COMFORT FOR 
FAMILIES WHO 
HAVE EXPERIENCED 
PREGNANCY LOSS

Rise-and-Shine Studio
DESIGNER

Missing GRACE
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$15,000
GRANT AWARDED
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Housing Works is dedicated to ending the dual crises of HIV/AIDS and homelessness in New 

York City. People living with HIV/AIDS are extremely vulnerable to homelessness due to dis-

crimination, loss of income, the breakup of relations and other factors. At any given time, up to 

16% of all persons with HIV are homeless. Housing Works has set a goal of reaching a total of 

500 housing units in New York by 2016. To achieve this, Housing Works operates 12 high-end 

thrift shops in New York City. This grant went toward printing and distributing a broadsheet that 

features a collection of photographs, client stories and informative diagrams to make shoppers 

aware of Housing Works’s mission and turn them into retail activists for this cause. The broad-

sheet was fi rst distributed on World AIDS Day.

ENDING THE DUAL 
CRISES OF HIV/AIDS 
AND HOMELESSNESS 
IN NEW YORK CITY

Silas Munro
DESIGNER

Housing Works 
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$15,000
GRANT AWARDED
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The Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network (GLSEN) in Houston seeks to develop a school 

climate where difference is valued for the positive contribution each individual makes in creat-

ing a more vibrant and diverse community. GLSEN works to educate teachers, students and 

the public about the damaging effects that homophobia, sexism and racism have on youth and 

adults alike. Savage Design partnered with GLSEN to produce two brochures. The one targeted 

to students focuses on the devastating long-term effects of bullying and how other students 

can play an important role in eradicating a bullying culture. The brochure for educators provides 

additional tools and resources to develop LGBT-related education initiatives in their schools 

and local communities to make schools safer and more affi rming for LGBT students. In addi-

tion to opening a positive dialog on these issues, the brochures have been requested by other 

GLSEN chapters around the country.

DEVELOPING 
SCHOOL CLIMATES 
WHERE DIFFERENCES 
ARE VALUED

Savage Design
DESIGNER

GLSEN Houston
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$30,173
GRANT AWARDED
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For 44 years, the GO Project in New York City has brought together private sector resources 

and a dedicated team of educators, social workers and volunteers to help academically chal-

lenged and underserved children to succeed. Most are fi rst- and second-generation American 

low-income children, and all are facing serious learning challenges at school. The daunting 

pressures facing these students puts them at risk for drug and alcohol abuse, teenage preg-

nancy, gang involvement and dropping out of high school. Until now, GO has focused on kids 

in public elementary schools, but seeks to expand its services to middle schools to ensure that 

gains made continue into high school. To publicize this middle school program and solicit fund-

ing from existing and new donors, GO has teamed with Studio Usher to develop a fundraising 

appeal and other print materials.

CONFIDENCE 
BUILDING 
EDUCATION AND 
FAMILY SERVICES

Studio Usher
DESIGNER

The GO Project 
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

$6,930
GRANT AWARDED



AS LEADERS IN THE 
DESIGN INDUSTRY, 
OUR INDEPENDENT 
PANEL OF JUDGES 
KNOW THE SOCIAL 
IMPACT OF GREAT 
CREATIVE IDEAS.  

2012 
JUDGES
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SAM SHELTON WASHINGTON, DC  
Kinetik

Sam Shelton is the principal, creative director and founding partner of Kinetik, a design fi rm 

based in Washington D.C. Since 1988, Shelton has applied his belief that design can be a 

powerful strategic force for good to guiding Kinetik’s path in a changing world. His passion is 

evident in the projects he directs as well as his commitment to design education and AIGA. He 

is a past AIGA National Board member as well as a past Board member and President of the 

Washington, D.C. Chapter. Shelton is also an adjunct faculty member at the Corcoran College 

of Art and Design, where he leads the College’s Design Ignites Change initiative, and has served 

in various strategic and educator capacities for multiple design programs in the D.C. area. In 

2006, Shelton received the AIGA Fellow award in recognition of his signifi cant contributions to 

the design community. He holds a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Communication Arts and Design 

from Virginia Commonwealth University. 

TRACY WEST  CHICAGO, IL
50,000feet 

Tracy West is Creative Director at 50,000feet, an independent creative agency with offi ces in 

Chicago. During her more than 17 years of design industry experience, she has led strategic 

creative development for such clients as Mini USA, BMW, Knoll, Perkins+Wills, and Terlato 

Wines. Her experience extends across a wide range of industry sectors, including automotive, 

fi nancial services, consumer retail, corporate communication, identity, paper and the arts. Prior 

to joining 50,000feet, West led design development at Petrick Design for companies such as 

USG, Second City, AIGA Chicago and International Paper. Her work has been published in 

several design publications, including Communication Arts, Black Book AR 100, Society of 

Typographic Arts, and Print. West currently serves on the board of AIGA Chicago. She is a 

graduate of the School of Design at the Rochester Institute of Technology.

MIKE WEIKERT  BALTIMORE, MD 
Maryland Institute College of Art

Mike Weikert is founder and director of the Social Design (MA) and Center for Design Practice at 

Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA). He also runs Weikert Design, a Baltimore design stu-

dio, and serves as an advisor to Project M, an international initiative committed to helping young 

designers use their skills to create positive change in the world. Previously, Weikert served as 

co-chair of the undergraduate graphic design department at MICA, partner/creative director at 

Atlanta-based Iconologic, and as a design consultant to the International Olympic Committee. 

He also worked as a designer with Pentagram, taught graphic design and branding at the Port-

folio Center in Atlanta, and was nominated for the 2011 Cooper-Hewitt National Design Award. 

His work has been featured in several major design magazines, as well as in such publications 

as Designing for Social Change: Strategies for Community-Based Graphic Design, Just Design: 

Socially Conscious Design for Critical Causes, D.I.Y. Design It Yourself, and Graphic Design 

Thinking: Beyond Brainstorming. 
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MARIANA AMATULLO  PASADENA, CA 
Art Center College of Design

Born in Buenos Aires, Mariana Amatullo is an educator, author, and lectures internationally on 

social impact design. She is the co-founder and leader of Designmatters at Art Center College 

of Design, a program where students work across disciplines to advance positive social change 

by applying good design to an array of social issues. Through her leadership, Art Center is 

the fi rst design institution to be affi liated as a non-governmental organization with the United 

Nations. Amatullo serves on several advisory boards and networks engaged in the arts, design 

education, and social activism, including ideo.org, Design 21 (in partnership with UNESCO), 

Intelligent Mobility International and the Bloomsbury Qatar Foundation Journal Tassmeem. In 

2012, Amatullo received the Inaugural Dell Social Innovation Education Award for outstanding 

leadership in teaching and supporting student social innovators. 

 She is a founding member of the University of Southern California International Museum 

Institute and served on the editorial committee for Beyond the Turnstile: Making the Case 

for Museums and Sustainable Values. Prior to joining Art Center, Amatullo pursued a variety 

of research and curatorial projects and held positions at the Museum of Contemporary Art, 

Los Angeles and The Los Angeles County Museum of Art. Amatullo is a Non-Profi t Fellow 

with the Doctor of Management, Weatherhead School of Management, Case Western Reserve 

University. Her doctoral research focuses on the shifting role of the designer in the social sec-

tor. She holds an M.A. in Art History and Museum Studies from the University of Southern 

California and a Licence en Lettres degree from La Sorbonne in Paris. 

RICH HOLLANT HARTFORD, CT
CO:LAB

Rich Hollant is principal, strategist and design director at CO:LAB, a strategy and brand devel-

opment fi rm working exclusively with communities, nonprofi ts, corporations, and enterprises 

that are committed to social values. He started the business in 1988 following a brief stint at 

Ligature (educational publishing) in Boston where he developed an appreciation for open col-

laboration. Prior to this, he studied philosophy and psychology at Boston University and fi lm/

video/motion graphics at The School of the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston. Hollant has lectured 

and conducted workshops on brand-building for socially conscious organizations, ethics, busi-

ness models, and design for good. He and his team have earned numerous design and strategy 

awards, and Hollant has been featured in Business Weekly, honored as one of 20 “People to 

Watch” by Graphic Design, U.S.A. and selected as one of the top 11 generous designers by 

Fast Company. Hollant is a recipient of the Connecticut Youth Service Leadership Award. He 

is a past president of AIGA Connecticut and the vice-chair/development director of Compass 

Youth Collaborative.
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MARIA MOON THE LOS ANGELES SCHOOL DISTRICT
Designmatters at 
Art Center College of Design

Designmatters is partnering with health professionals in the Los Angeles School District to 

develop an anti-gun violence educational toolkit for educators and middle school youth. The 

program, titled “Where’s Daryl?”, challenges youth to reconsider naïve assumptions about guns 

and think about how guns can negatively impact their lives and goals. Designmatters proposes 

to create a teachers’ toolkit with background materials, activity ideas and participatory learning 

projects designed to engage students through discussion and team collaboration. The program 

also includes the making of four humorous video shorts that show “Daryl” absent from his own 

life milestones because he is incarcerated by the juvenile justice system. 

CELIA POIRIER  WINDHAM HARM  
University of Connecticut REDUCTION COALITION, INC

Windham Harm Reduction Coalition, Inc. (WHRC) was founded in 2009 to provide HIV and 

drug overdose prevention services to individuals and families affected by substance abuse in 

Connecticut’s Windham and Tolland counties. It also engages in Naloxone distribution, LGBTQ 

youth workshops, housing referrals, and overdose prevention training. The nonprofi t, however, 

has been sorely in need of an identity program that can be applied across print and web media 

to promote the program and attract funding. The Ideas that Matter grant will go toward creating 

a new identity for display on future promotional materials. 

MARC MOSCATO  THE DILL PICKLE CLUB
The Dill Pickle Club

The Dill Pickle Club (DPC) is a nonprofi t group in Portland, Oregon, that organizes educa-

tional projects that promote an understanding of Portland’s history, art, politics and government 

through tours, lectures, publications, and school programs. Each year DPC focuses program-

ming around a broad theme — e.g., origins of city’s independent music, out-of-print books 

about Portland, etc. This year DPC is introducing a “Comics for Change” series of ten comic 

books, each telling the story of an Oregonian working for social justice. A juried competition will 

be held to select the artists for the comics, which will present biographies of local activists in a 

more accessible way. 
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DOUGLAS BARRETT & MATT LEAVELL CAHABA RIVER SOCIETY
University of Alabama at Birmingham 
and Alabama Innovation Engine

The Cahaba River Society (CRS) is a nonprofi t founded in 1988 to promote river steward-

ship as well as climate-resilient solutions for growing southeastern communities. Through such 

programs as Water-Smart Growth and CLEAN, CRS works to restore freshwater habitat, rec-

reational uses, greenways and tourism. The Society sees the Cahaba River as a vital artery for 

the community and a catalyst for community and economic improvement. CRS seeks to raise 

awareness of its importance by producing two multi-use communication pieces — a printed 

storybook and a video about the river and its watershed. Both are meant to inform and help 

raise funds for other river protection projects. 

DAVID RAGER THE ECOLOGY CENTER
David Rager Studio

The Ecology Center was founded in San Juan Capistrano, California, in 2008 to teach practi-

cal environmental conservation tips at the household and community level. More than 12,000 

people have attended classes, workshops, lectures, festivals and camps at the Center’s historic 

farmhouse to learn everything from organic gardening and water stewardship to energy conser-

vation. The success of the Center’s Backyard Skills program has spurred the need for manuals 

and books, brochures and postcards to expand outreach for the program. 

THE IDEO.ORG TEAM IDEO.ORG
IDEO.org

About a year ago the renowned design and innovation consultancy, IDEO, formed its own indepen-

dent 501(c)3 nonprofi t organization focused solely on social innovations aimed at tackling global 

poverty. The 15 human-centered design projects it undertook in its fi rst year alone provided many 

results that would benefi t other groups. IDEO.org proposes to design and print a variety of knowl-

edge-sharing materials that give a detailed description of each project and the lessons learned.

 
ESTHER CHAK & MARY-JO VALENTINO NEW URBAN ARTS
Imaginary Offi ce

New Urban Arts (NUA) is a nationally recognized interdisciplinary arts studio for high school 

students and emerging artists in Providence, Rhode Island. Each year the studio offers free 

year-round programs to students from 13 local public high schools as well as to a growing 

community of emerging artist mentors. The current enrollment is 28% Spanish speaking and 

predominantly female. A year-in-review publication serves as both an impact report for NUA 

and its supporters and a yearbook for students and participating artists. In honor of the studio’s 

15th anniversary, Imaginary Offi ce requested an Ideas that Matter grant to produce a more 

robust, bilingual publication. 
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MICHAEL OSBORNE & KATY MCCAULEY WELLSPRING
Joey’s Corner

A private nonprofi t agency, Wellspring promotes mental health recovery for adults with severe 

and persistent mental illness by providing rehabilitative services and deeply subsidized quality 

housing in Kentucky for nearly 600 clients annually. To raise awareness and appreciation for 

Wellspring’s mission among its far-fl ung donor and supporter base as well as its constituents, 

Joey’s Corner proposes to design, produce and implement a new logo and identity system and 

strategic communication print material for Wellspring. 

TIM FERGUSON SAUDER KESTREL EDUCATIONAL ADVENTURES
Return Design

Since 2002, Kestrel Educational Adventures has connected more than 10,000 students in the 

Gloucester, Massachusetts, area with local natural habitats through fi eld trips and classroom 

presentations. Kestrel partners directly with schools to tailor science programs that fi t the cul-

ture and academics of the school as well as local land reservations. This Ideas that Matter grant 

goes toward creating a new engagement system of materials called LOOKLOOK. Consisting of 

visual game cards and fi eld guides, LOOKLOOK will make it fun for students to develop eco-

logical literacy and understanding. 

ROBERT SEDLACK & ANDREA PELLEGRINO UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME, 
Sedlack Design Associates & Pellegrino Collaborative KGOSI NEIGHBORHOOD FOUNDATION 
 AND PELLEGRINO COLLABORATIVE

Xenophobia (fear of foreigners) has erupted in riots and violence in South Africa, bringing 

hardship to the daily lives of refugees and migrants. The Kgosi Neighborhood Foundation in 

Johannesburg has launched Together+, a campaign aimed at combating xenophobia through 

education and community development. University of Notre Dame design students have joined 

forces with the foundation to produce print materials that educate young South Africans about 

xenophobia as well as provide informational resources to refugees and migrants about their 

legal rights under the South African constitution and to services such as healthcare. 
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TONY ONG 826 SEATTLE
Fantagraphics Books

826 Seattle is a nonprofi t writing and tutoring center dedicated to helping youth, ages six to 18, 

improve their creative and expository writing skills. Their works are regularly collected and pub-

lished in book form by 826. This proposal is to design and print the third annual What to Read in 

the Rain anthology of the best writing of 826 Seattle students, combined with writings donated 

by accomplished Northwest authors. Nine luxury hotels in downtown Seattle are partnering 

with 826 Seattle to place the books in guestrooms for sale. Proceeds will go toward supporting 

the 826 Seattle student programs. 

ANNA RUBBO, MEGAN BULLOCK,  GLOBAL STUDIO
AND MATTHIAS NEUMANN 
Global Studio, Center for Sustainable Urban Development, 
Columbia University

Informed by the UN Millennium Development Goals, Global Studio promotes participatory forms 

of education and practice that will benefi t underserved communities and facilitate bottom-up 

collaborative partnerships. Students, academics, working professionals and local governments 

come together to work on community-based projects. This grant goes toward developing mul-

tilingual print materials for an international traveling exhibition and a related book/catalog about 

inclusive and participatory urban design. 

KENNETH BOTTS THE WRIGHT FAMILY FOUNDATION 
Visual Marketing Associates, Inc. OF THE DAYTON FOUNDATION

The Wright Family Foundation supports the preservation of aviation history as related to fl ight 

pioneers Orville and Wilbur Wright. It funds research and publication of aviation history, schol-

arships for studies in the fi elds of aviation and aeronautics, educational programming and 

restoration and display of aviation artifacts, landmarks and memorials. To create a steady rev-

enue stream to sustain the preservation and operation of Hawthorn Hill, the home of the Wright 

brothers’ family, the Foundation seeks to create marketing materials that can be sent to pro-

spective manufacturers and licensees of Wright brothers branded merchandise. 
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Our 2011 grant recipients were chosen by an independent panel of fi ve judges: 

Allan Chochinov, Dawn Hancock, Kit Hinrichs, Oliver Munday, and Petrula Vrontikis

The works of the following two 2011 grant recipients are not shown because, due to 

unforeseen circumstances, they were unable to complete their submitted projects.

FEARLESS FUTURE ScholarCHIPS
DESIGNER NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

CITIZEN RESEARCH & DESIGN LITERACY ASSISTANCE CENTER
DESIGNER NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION
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